syllabus for

AI
artificial intelligence
comp 255

Instructor:

Mark LeBlanc
SC-103
mleblanc@wheatoncollege.edu
Hours:
http://cs.wheatoncollege.edu/mleblanc
Meeting Times: TR 11 – 12:30, A118 (lecture) or csLab

508.286.3970
MW 10-11, W 2-3 or appt.

Text: buy a 3-ring binder. I’ll pass out lots of handouts.
Content: The idea of a thinking machine captivates us as a culture. Our long
struggle toward an approximation of that goal has pushed us to examine what underlies our own
thought processes and how we may create problem-solving models based on
different definitions of what constitutes “intelligence.” This course is a
focused (narrow), practical (ala, empirical) approach to
artificial intelligence. Topics to be covered include
search, game trees, and machine learning algorithms in
the context of text mining.

Your Grade:
Things to do
In-class participation and labs
U write AI Book Review
U write AI Story
(fits on back of a postcard)
U give Mini-lectures
5 Programs
(i) Anagram Finder
(ii) Solving the 8-Puzzle
(iii) King Saul Checkers
(iv) Burrow’s DELTA
(v) Text Mining Experiment
Exams (2) (in-class, closed book)
Final Project – Text Mining for a client

Grading
5%
3%
2%

Frequency
always
TBA
TBA

5%

as assigned

50%

throughout
the
semester

15%
20%

TBA
end of semester
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onCourse (moodle):
All daily deadlines will be written on the board prior to lecture and online readings will be
posted on our online website in onCourse.
Late Submissions:
Due is due. Always turn in whatever you have on time. Something turned in on time is much
better than not having it accepted because it is late. Late is not an option. (Good, glad we can all
agree with this). Note that the moodle (onCourse) page associated with this course will have
submission areas that are time triggered; if you are late, submissions will be blocked.
Note: If a programming assignment is “due” on, say a Monday, I will actually allow you to
submit your programs up to 5am of the following day. Thus, a program due on a Monday can
safely be submitted up until Tuesday 5am. In short, if you are willing and/or need to work on and
test your solution late into the night that it is due, you are granted some grace time. Note: See the
paragraph above: due is due.
AI Book Review
You will read a work on fiction that involves AI and write a book review. Many good works
describe different futuristic portrayals of fictional artificial intelligence in literature, film,
television and theatre. Since Artificial Intelligence has a potential equal to or greater than our
own, it can provide the impetus for some very powerful stories. A list of possible titles is
available on our onCourse site and/or suggest one of your own. The onCourse site also offers a
link on how to best write a book review.
You Write an AI (very) short story (that fits on the back of a postcard)
“Quarantine” by Arthur C. Clarke was first published in the premier issue of Isaac Asimov’s
Science Fiction (SF) Magazine in 1977 (see onCourse site for a link to the story). This was a
complete SF story in 180 words. Ok, that’s the challenge: now you do it … 180 words; no more.
Mini Lectures
I will assign various topics throughout the semester for you to give (at least two each) individual
“mini lectures” (approximately 10 minutes), usually at the start of class. These will give you the
opportunity to practice giving short talks, controlling the room, preparing for a talk, organizing
how you’ll do the presentation (e.g., will you have an image on the screen?), etc.
Public Relations
On some assignments I will ask you to promote our AI course, the assignment, and/or your
solution. In general, you should consider yourself part of a small start-up company that in
addition to cutting code, needs to promote itself. Public Relations (PR) is everyone’s job. In each
case, you earn points on the programming assignment by promoting the topic, the algorithm(s),
and/or solutions.
Exams: There will be no makeups, nor will the lowest grade be dropped. If you are an athlete
and/or you have a conflict with an exam date, please see me.
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HELP
I have listed my office hours on the syllabus, but be bold: schedule a time to meet. Study, study,
study and talk about the material with me as often as you can.
Please don't wait too long before you see me;
a quick chat in my office can often clear things up.
I'm here a lot...

Honor Code Revisited:
It goes without saying that all submitted work will be the student's own, in keeping with the
Wheaton Honor Code, unless the assignment has assigned groups. Use discretion; don't ask your
colleague for “the” answer or for lines of code. However, I do encourage you to discuss the
problem in general, such as the type of data structures that might facilitate a solution. For
programming assignments, your answers and software must be your own from beginning
to end. Here is an analogy. Almost no one would every “use/steal” a line or two from another
person’s poem. Consider it the same with your programs. Don't “borrow/use” lines or sections of
code from another classmate. Your program is (like) your poem; everyone’s program should be
unique. Be wise. If a colleague is asking you for too much help, be honest and remind them your
program is just that, your program. Please avoid your professor from having a WTF moment!

Accommodations for Disabilities
In compliance with the Wheaton College policy and equal access laws, Dean Wilhelm is available to discuss
appropriate accommodations that may be recommended for students with disabilities. Requests for accommodations
are to be made during the first two weeks of the semester so that timely and appropriate arrangements can be made.
Students are required to register with Denyse Wilhelm, Assistant Dean of Academic Resources and Disability
Services, ADA/504 Coordinator, whose office is located in Kollett Hall, first floor at the Filene Center for Academic
Advising and Career Services. Contact ext. 8215 to schedule an appointment, or email Dean Wilhelm at
wilhelm_denyse@wheatoncollege.edu.

Wondering what you’ll be doing with a degree in computer science?
Check out this website (http://computingcareers.acm.org) for the exciting potential of a
career in computing ….
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